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Frequent coffeeshop talk centers around the dismal side of 
the future of agriculture and North Dakota in general. Thi talk 
i offensive to the eternal optimist who believes agriculture has 
much to offer in the future development ofour state and country. 

We have made mi takes, such as acceptine opposing theo
rems on the the values of either specialization or diver ification 
with no regard for the consequences. Both routes have had their 
glory days, but neither is unreproachably acceptable today. 

There are few sustainable agricultural operations that can 
successfully rely on one commodity as their soul source of 
income; on the other hand, very few farms will have chickens, 
cow, pigs, and sheep to supplement their crop production. 
enterprises in the future. 

Animal production has in the p st, and will in the future, play 
a key role in the successes of North Dakota agriculture. The 
sustainable operations in our state have a history of being well 
managed and somewhat diversified. The dirty thirties and he 
eighties are classic examples of diversification as a necessity for 
success. The seventies philosophy of planting fence row to fence 
row has produced a generation of sons and daughters of that era 
who are now fanning that have not been involved with livestock 
production. 

When compared to 12 Midwest states, North D kota had the 
lowest cash receipts from anima! production in 1988. Three 
Midwest states with highest net income per farm all had 
livestock-to-crop income ratios much higher than North Dakota. 
More importantly. net income as a function of gross receipt was 
60 to 70 percent higher-in the estates. 

The shock reality is that if you take out animal agriculture 
North Dakota could be farmed from another area of the United 
States using migrant workers and large equipment. This threat
ens our future and lends credence to the "Buffalo Commons" 
concept. Animal agriculture necessitates the presence of people 
for the safe care and well being of the animals as well as security 
of potential incomes derived from those animals. 
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Continued from Page 2 

If North Dakota accepts the necessity of an increased impor
tance of animals in the long term future of agriculture, there are 
major commitments that must be made. Necessary corrunit
ments would be: 

1. 	An ongoing obligation to production agriculture by research 
and education. 

2. Development of a curriculum ofeducation designed for those 
who do not attend an institution of higher education and do 
not have any farm livestock production experience. 

3. Creation of specific tax advantages for those establishing a 
new livestock enterprise and for farm employers who assist 
seasonal employees with establishing new livestock enter
prises, thus creating full time jobs. 

4. Development of an educational program aimed at agricul
tural lenders to better mesh financial commitment to new 
operators in view of cash constraints caused by the cyclic 
nature of animal derived incomes. 

5. Enhancement of opportunities for youth (rural and urban) to 
become involved in animal production projects. 

The normal climate and growing season length in North 
Dakota dictates an agriculture that will produce high quality 
cereal crops and vast amounts of fibrous feed stuffs. This 
production certainly sets the stage for the integration of crop 
production with animal production to enhance the value of 
agriculture in North Dakota. 

Research has done an excellent job in providing new technol
ogy, and education has provided the message for the well 
established, moving us to the era of biotechnology. We must not 
forget that the new producer still wishes to know how many 
pounds of oats to feed. 

It would appear that the time is now to look at the analysis of 
total farms, including available personal resources, to set long 

term pathways to reasonable goals. Being optnrustlc about 
animal production, agriculture, and North Dakota in general 
does not change the fact that for some farms, because of 
resources available, livestock would be a constraint to 
sustainability. 

The North Dakota Sheep Development Project, which was 
born out of the interest of many groups from the governor's 
office to the Council of Churches, is a good example of what can 
be done to help people establish new enterprises. North Dakota 
is often the top state nationally in percent lamb crop. It is 
interesting that many of the first time sheep producers involved 
in this project were educated to produce above the state average 
by their second year of production. This educational program 
prepared new sheep producers for the tough times at the bottom 
of the profit cycle as well as the good times. This project was a 
pilot project and much refining is still necessary if it is to serve 
as a model for future livestock development efforts. A similar 
intensive education program may also be beneficial to producers 
establishing new crop production enterprises. The relative 
success does point to opportunities in animal production as a 
method of economic development. 

It is essential to keep as many yardlights lit as possible to 
maintain the infrastructure necessary to ensure a sustainable 
agriculture in North Dakota. Enhanced animal agriculture can 
playa very important role in North Dakota economic develop
ment efforts. 
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